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Abstract 

 

Title:                 The Process of International Process of Firms 

Seminar date:  September 28, 2009 
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Supervisor:       Henrik Sallberg 
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                           Foreign Entry modes, Small scale and Large scale Firms.  

A firm may enter into the foreign market by different modes. Firm could operate in the 

foreign country by physical appearance in the host country such as establishing factories 

and joint venture. In contrast, some mode could be expands in the foreign country while 

operate from home country such as exporting.  

Exporting mode is very common to expand internationally. It required low investment 

relative to other modes such as joint venture and establishing factories in the foreign 

country. By applying this mode, a firm could operate through existing business. Through 

exporting, it is uncomplicated for firm while entering into to the foreign country and 

withdraws from the foreign country. This key feature provide high flexibility and 

encourage the businesses to apply exporting mode of entry while initially enter into the 

foreign market. 

Exporting mode of entry is high extent to apply on small scale firms relative to large 

scale firms. Small firms could take advantage by get in trade with foreign country by low 

amount of resources. This mode provides great advantage to test the foreign market 

applying low investments after know-how about the foreign country. The firm could 

increase their resources commitment, either expand their businesses in the home market 

or expand in the foreign countries to earn more profit.  

Exporting mode discourages large firms firstly, while transfer large quantity of goods 

from one country to another country to expending high transportation cost. Secondly, 

some countries applied high taxation and duties for particular product imports and 

exports. Since, large multinational companies contain enough resources to establishing 

the factories and joint venture in foreign countries to avoid bearing the heavy taxes and 

transportation charges. 
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However, on flexibility point of view; the exporting mode gives similar benefits to both 

small scale and large scale firms.  
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Chapter One- Introduction  

 

In this first chapter the introduction of the research has presented, followed by 

background and problem discussion, which will lead to the research questions and 

purpose of this thesis. Finally demarcations will be presented. 

1.1 Background  

Pakistan's leather industry is one of the major foreign exchange earner amongst the 

manufactured goods sector. Last two decade 90% of the leather is exported in finished 

form. The leather industry in Pakistan is continuously growing. In fact, the overall bulk 

of industrialization still lies ahead and it is expected that the industrial growth will double 

in the next 10 years. The leather tanneries would no doubt be a part of this ever 

increasing trend (PNEP, 1991).  

As long as profit made in this sector, the companies have continued to start up. In 1990 

the leather sector jumped to become the second largest foreign exchange earner that 

contributing 10.4% towards the total export revenue. The increase in tanned leather 

exports (not even including leather garments) from 1990-1995 alone is astounding. The 

leather industry increased its amount of export from $349 million in 1994-1995 to $ 948 

million in the year 2000 (Shabbir, 2005). During 1996-97, the production of leather was 

about 14.3 million and export earning amounted to US$ 642 million (Haidari, 1999).  

Recently, Agha Saiddain, chairman of Pakistan Tanners Association reconfirmed that,  

Pakistan’s leather industry maintained his position as a second largest export industry 

with total export value of $1.24 billion (2007-08) and the industry can grow by cent 

percent in three years and to the level of $5.00 billion within next 10 years (Razi, 2009).  

As the industry is rapidly progressing, there needs to be design and develop entering 

strategies to expand towards international expansion. Through this way the Pakistan’s 

leather industry could utilize the growing tanneries and maintain the consistency of 

foreign exchange along with major competing countries like China, India and Bangladesh 

(Husain, 2003). It is important for the all small scale and large scale companies from all 

sectors to expand internationally to earn more profit (Knight, 2002).  

Root (1994) stated, whenever firm plans to enter or expand in the foreign countries, 

certain strategies and modes are required to enter into the foreign countries. Gripsrud 

(1990) stated a common way through which firms may expand internationally. This can 

be achieved either by exporting goods to the target countries or by investments through 

establishing factories in the foreign country. As exporting requires fewer amount as 

compare to establishing factories into the foreign country (Tenbelian, 2003).  
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Therefore, author would like to explore the Pakistani small scale and large scale leather 

companies for further international expansion. Author mainly focuses on exporting mode 

of entry and also investigates, how the firms would be benefited through exporting. 

1.2 Problem Discussion 

The above trend an increasing size of leather industry poses an opportunity to diversify 

and expand to foreign countries. Husain (2003) argues, the integration into global 

markets offers the best potential for Pakistan’s industries to achieve rapid growth and 

poverty reduction compared to reliance on domestic markets. Enhancing the share in the 

pie of world markets puts us on fast track which is hard to achieve by relying on our 

domestic economy as the engine for growth. It also permits the realization of greater 

economies of scale and scope which then benefits domestic consumers in form of lower 

prices. Currently, approximately 40% Pakistani leather firms were engaged in exporting 

activities and participating to earn foreign exchange for the country. However, some 

small size firms, especially new comers are step behind towards international expansion. 

There are many reasons behind, but major reason is lack of knowledge about; how to 

expand internationally (ibid).  

Terpstra and Sarathy (2000) argue, one of the most critical decisions in the international 

expansion is the choice of way or mode of entry1 into the foreign markets. This is 

because the entry mode decision is a macro decision; companies do not choose solitary a 

level of involvement in the foreign countries. The choice made on the basis of their 

internal and external factors. Internal factors are refers to company’s size and its 

resources while external factors refers to the challenges faced by the firms with the 

country or country in which the investment was made. 

According to Johanson & Velhne (1977) the businesses usually hesitate to enter into 

foreign market due to variance in cultures, politics and languages. International 

expansion through fixing factories in the foreign market is very difficult for the new 

entrant while entering into the foreign countries. According to Koch (2001) large firms 

could consider towards international expansion since, they contain adequate resources 

such as finance, skilled labor and technology. But the probabilities of loss and risk may 

exist.   

Root stated (1994) small firm could not enter into the foreign market by fixing factories, 

since small firm unable to invest high cost to enter into the foreign country, especially 

finance, skilled labor and technology. Therefore, ultimately entering into the foreign 

country is critical issue for the small and large firms towards international expansion. 

                                                           

1
 Entry mode is an institutional arrangement that creates the possibility for a firm’s products, technology, human skills, management, 

or other resources to enter into the foreign country. 
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According to Hollensen (2004), today firms wish to test the foreign market before they 

would go for high investment. Root (1994) stated by fixing factories in terms of 

production in the host market may provide an intense learning experience, but only at 

high risk. “High Investment entry calls for a much-higher commitment of resources than 

exporting and is much more exposed to political risks”. He also stated common 

approaches to entering into foreign countries by low investment and after experiencing 

the host market, they may possibly expand their investments. 

On the other hand, if the companies wishes to enter into the foreign country by spending 

large amount. Realistically, if they do not succeed to explore the opportunities in the host 

country as a result they fail to establish their businesses and unsatisfied with the foreign 

country’s market response. Therefore, there are chances the firm could face substantial 

cost while exit from the foreign country. This way companies have to bear the cost of 

fixing factories which they had spend in the foreign market.  

Therefore, there are three major issues faced by the small and large firms at the time of 

international expansion. First, how to enter in the foreign market. Second, duration in 

terms of how to test the target market. Third, how to withdraw while unsatisfied 

conditions in the foreign market. 

Driscoll (1995) argues, the variety of entry modes contains their own characteristic. Entry 

modes choices are often assumed to entail a compromise among the several attributes 

mainly control, ownership and flexibility. Control refers to extent of a firm that governs 

the production process, co-ordinate activities, management decisions power and so on. 

Ownership refers to the extent of a firm’s equity participation in an entry mode. 

Flexibility assesses that whether a firm can enter and withdraw from the foreign market 

easily and change the entry modes quickly with low cost in the face of evolving 

circumstances (Paliwoda & Ryans, 1995).  

According to Driscoll (1995) the most common mode of entering international markets is 

exporting. Exporting mode of entry relatively requires low resources while entering into 

the foreign market (Paliwoda & Ryans, 1995). Firm uses export mode that escapes the 

financial risk with establishing manufacturing operations in markets that they have low 

knowledge and experience (Hill, 2007). Albaum, Strandskov and Duerr (1998) state most 

of the companies’ uses exporting mode for first step towards international expansion. 

Small and large firms often use export as an initial entry mode, since it is a low risk 

alternative, do not demand large capital resources or investments, and withdrawal is 

relatively easy (Deresky, 2000). Moreover, establishing factories into the foreign country 

require higher commitment of resources than exporting, while reducing entry and exit 

flexibility for the firm (Howard, 2005). 
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1.3 Research Question 

• Are there differences in flexibility value of exporting for a large firm relative to a 

small firm? 

1.4 Research Purpose 

• To explore the flexibility value of exporting. 

 

1.5 Limitations 

� There are two types of exporting2, direct and indirect exporting. In this thesis the 

direct exporting is considered through out the study. 

� There are absolute and relative value, the absolute value means the exporting 

versus not exporting and relative value means exporting versus others modes.  

� During this research the author has discussed entry, duration and exit from the 

foreign market.   

� According to previous studies, numerous firms’ internal and external factors plays 

a vital role while selecting entry mode at the time of entering the foreign market. 

However, in this thesis author had mainly focused on the size of the firms, while 

exploring the flexibility value of exporting.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

2
 There are two kinds of exporting mode of entry, Indirect and direct exporting channels. The primary distinction among the 

alternative export channels is the presence or absence of export middlemen in the home country. Channels that utilize domestic 

intermediaries are called indirect because the manufacturer does not export on their own but instead relies on an export middleman. 

Channels that utilize foreign agents or distributors, the manufacturer’s own foreign sales facilities, or any other channels that 

circumvent domestic export middlemen are called direct. With direct channels, the manufacturer does carry their own export 

operations (Walter & Murray 1988) 
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1.6 Thesis Outline  

This thesis will be divided in five chapters as shown in figure 1: Introduction, 

previous studies about firm’s entry mode, Research Methodology, Empirical data & 

Data Analysis and Conclusions.  

The Introduction chapter presents the research area through a background and 

problem discussion.  It also contains the overall purpose, which leads to the specific 

research questions. Finally it clarifies the demarcations and the outline of the thesis. 

The second chapter contains previous studies about firm’s entry mode, will present 

the theories related to the research topic and will lead to gather empirical finding and 

analysis. The third chapter, Methodology, will present the research design, research 

approach and research strategy for empirical data collection and analysis. Chapter 

four contains empirical data and Data Analysis. Author will compare the empirical 

data to the previous studies in form of two case-analyses. Finally in chapter five, 

Conclusions and implication has provided. 

 

 

Figure 1: Outline of the Thesis 
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2. Chapter Two- Firm’s Entry Mode: Previous Studies  

 

This chapter describes previous studies about several foreign entry modes, along with 

factors moderating on choice of entry modes. Flexibility of exporting mode while enters, 

test and exit from the foreign market.  

2.1 Expanding into Foreign Market 

Root (1994) stated, a firm may enter into the foreign by different entry modes. Entry 

mode is an institutional arrangement that creates the possibility for a firm’s products, 

technology, human skills, management, or other resources to enter into a foreign country. 

The export entry mode deals with importing and exporting physical products from a home 

country to another country. Contractual entry modes are long-term non-equity alliances 

between the company that wants to internationalize and the company in the target 

country. Investment entry modes are about acquiring ownership in a company that is 

located in the target country. (Root 1994:6-7) He further classified licensing and 

franchising as a contractual mode, green field and joint venture as an investment mode, 

and exports as an exporting mode. There are some general features to select appropriate 

mode to enter into the foreign market.  

2.1.1 Exporting 

Exporting is the transfer of goods or services across national boundaries. Most companies 

begin their expansion into the international arena by exporting into a foreign market and 

then move to the other modes of entry (Kiruba and Benjamin, 2007). 

Exporting has several advantages. First, the company entering a foreign market can 

maintain production facilities at the home and transport the goods or services abroad. In 

this way, the company can avoid the substantial cost which it would incur if, it were to 

establish production facilities in the host country. Second, the company benefits from the 

economies of scale and from its global sales volume. Hence, exporting enables a 

company to benefit from the experience, cost economies and from location economies. 

Third, exporting does not require a very substantial presence abroad. Some examples of 

company that have used  exporting as a mode of entry are Sony in the global television 

market, Matsushita in the video cassette recorder market, and several Japanese companies 

in the united states auto market (Kiruba and Benjamin, 2007). 

On the other hand, exporting has several disadvantages. First, exporting from the home 

country may not be profitable if, lower cost production facilities could be established in 

the host country. Second, exporting could become uneconomical if, the transportation 

cost associated with exporting are high. However, this problem could be overcome by 

manufacturing bulk product or regional basis. Third, tariff barriers which can be imposed 
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by the regulatory authorities of the country to which the company is exporting could 

make this mode of entry quite risky (Kiruba and Benjamin, 2007). 

2.1.2 Contractual entry modes  

In contractual entry modes, one company reaches some form of agreement with another 

company that enables them to use the firm’s specific advantages. There are two types of 

contractual entry modes licensing and franchising (Yadong, 1999). 

2.1.2.1 Licensing 

Licensing is the kind of contractual mode of entry whereas, one firm licensor grants 

permission to another firm licensee to use their resources, such as trademark, technology, 

managerial skills and many more. In returns the licensee has to pay royalty fee or certain 

funds on their revenue to licensor (Hill, 2007).  

The licensor does not bear any financial risk and investment costs in order to get their 

product into foreign market. The licensee usually bears the capital needed to introduce 

the product at the host market. It is a cost efficient and low risk entry mode for the 

licensor. 

One drawback, if company licenses their firm specific assets they will loose control over 

marketing and manufacturing in the foreign market. It will fail to achieve experience in 

the foreign market (Doole and Lowe, 2007). There is always a risk that the licensee uses 

the know-how in order to develop new, similar products that can compete with the 

licensors products. (Doole and Lowe, 2007). 

2.1.2.2 Franchise 

The Franchising is similar to licensing but the small difference between licensing and 

franchise, in case of franchise mode the franchiser could assist and involve in the 

franchisee business. Moreover, franchiser would apply strict rules on franchisee business 

in the foreign market (Doole and Lowe, 2007). 

2.1.3 Investment entry modes 

2.1.3.1 Joint venture 

Joint-venture entry occurs when an international company invests in a business enterprise 

in a target country together with a local partner firm. The foreign investor may hold a 

majority, a minority, or half of the joint venture’s equity. Joint ventures are usually 

started from scratch, but they may also result from the purchase of equity in an existing 

local firm. This mode of entry is mostly preferable because companies share the risk and 

costs amongst other business partners and partner in the host country and ratio of profit 

depends upon their agreement (Doole and Lowe, 2007). 
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The key advantage should be taken through this mode of entry to employ host country 

business partner as they take part to explore their experience, awareness (political and 

cultural) of the specific country or their local market (Doole and Lowe, 2007). 

The drawbacks are often differences in the aim and objectives of the participating 

companies which can cause disagreement over the question of investment, strategies, lose 

of control of company assets such technology know-how and corporate goals of 

particular companies. Some countries make restriction to adopt joint venture businesses, 

for example, Philippines, restrict foreign ownership (Doole and Lowe, 2007). 

2.1.3.2 Greenfield 

Through Greenfield mode of entry, a company can establish a full-function enterprise in 

the target country and thereby exploit its competitive advantages to a higher degree than 

ordinarily possible through export or contractual entry modes. Investment entry allows 

firm to control the foreign marketing program and to gain logistical advantages that may 

arise from the circumvention of import barriers, savings in transportation cost, or lower 

production cost. By Greenfield investment the firm may establish the manufacture units 

and machinery. A firm has full control over business activities and profit (Doole and 

Lowe, 2007). 

The disadvantages of green field investment are different culture in foreign market and 

domestic information is hardly gathered in this mode of entry. There are high resources 

required to employ into the foreign market. The high resource commitment in the foreign 

market create exit barrier under uncertainty (Doole and Lowe, 2007). 

2.2 Foreign Entry Modes Selection Models 

To select the appropriate mode of entry to enter into the foreign market, certain models 
provide a guideline. Driscoll (1995) describes some characteristics and factors influence 
on the selection of modes while entering into the foreign market. (Paliwoda & Ryans, 
1995). 

2.2.1 Factor Moderating on Entry Modes Selection 

According to Driscoll (1995) a number of factors that plays significant role for the 

selection of entry modes. Root (1994) classified these factors into firm’s internal and 

external factors that influence firm’s choice to select for trade with foreign countries.  

The internal factors are company’s size, international experience and products, the 

external factors are socio-cultural distance between home country and host country, 

country risk/demand uncertainty, and market size and growth. Both the internal and 

external factors will be presented below.  
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Figure 2: Factor moderating on entry modes selection  

Arranged by author from Root (1994) 

Root (1994) and Hollensen (1998) stated size of firm plays significant role for entry 

mode selection. According to Driscoll (1995), “the size is an indictor of the firm’s 

resource availability; increasing resource availability provides the basis for increase 

international involvement over time”. Root (1994) and Hollensen (2004) stated size refers 

the firm’s resources availability such as finance, technology and human skills. Root 

(1994) stated the adequate company’s resources such as Finance, technology, human 

skills, production skills and marketing skills gives more advantage to choose most 

appropriate mode of entry. On the other hand, a company with limited resources is 

constrained to use entry modes that call for only a small resource commitment. 

Therefore, company size is frequently a critical factor in the choice of an entry mode for 

entering into the foreign market. Resources joined with a willingness to commit to 

foreign market development. A high degree of commitment means that company will 

select the entry mode for a target country from a wider range of alternative modes then 

company with low commitment. Therefore, a high-commitment company, regardless of 

its size, is more likely to choose equity entry modes.  
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Hollenstein (2005) stated, firm’s size3 could be measured in terms of sales volume and by 

number of employees of the firm at the time foreign entry.  

2.3 Entry Modes Selection Model by Angie Driscoll (1995) 

Driscoll (1995) describes the characteristics of different entry modes while selects to 

enter into the foreign market shows in the following table (Paliwoda & Ryans, 1995). 

Entry 

Mode 

Control Dissemination 

Risk 

Resource 

Commitment 

Flexibility Ownership 

Investment High Low High Low High 

Contracts Medium Med-high Med-High Medium Med-High 

Exports Low Low Low High Low 

                                                                                                                                                                                      

Table 1: Characteristic of foreign county entry modes 

According to Driscoll (1995) “control refers to extent of a firm that governs the 

production process, co-ordinate activities, management decisions power and so on. 

Dissemination risk refers to the extent to which a firm’s know-how will be expropriated 

by a contractual partner. Resource commitment refers to the financial, physical and 

human resources that firms commit to a host market. Flexibility assesses that whether a 

firm can enter and withdraw from the foreign market easily and change the entry modes 

quickly, with low cost in the face of evolving circumstances. Ownership refers to the 

extent of a firm’s equity participation in an entry mode” (Paliwoda & Ryans, 1995). Jain 

(2003) argues, the assortment of entry modes each mode contains their own 

characteristic. Entry modes choices are, often assumed to entail a compromise among the 

several attributes such as control, dissemination risk, resource commitment, flexibility 

and ownership (Jain. S, 2003).   

                                                           

3
 According to the recommendation of the European Union the definition of enterprises is based on the number of employees and their 

turnover or annual balance sheet. A microenterprise is defined as an enterprise which employs fewer than 10 persons and whose 

annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does not exceed EUR 2 million. A small enterprise is defined as an enterprise which 

employs fewer than 50 persons and whose annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does not exceed EUR 10 million. A 

medium-sized enterprise is defined as an enterprise which employs fewer than 250 persons and whose annual turnover does not 

exceed EUR 50 million or whose annual balance-sheet total does not exceed EUR 43 million. SME’ s also face external barriers such 

as laws and regulations and imperfections to a higher extent than MNC’s (Hollenstein, 2005). 
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2.3.1 Exporting and Flexibility  

To explain the flexibility value of exporting, author divides into the three parts, entry, 

duration or test and exit from the foreign market. 

2.3,1.1 Entry  

According to Hollensen (1998) the most common mode for entering international 

markets is export. Exporting mode of entry relatively require low resources to enter into 

the foreign markets as compare to other modes such as establishing factories in the 

foreign market. Firms those employ an exporting mode that escapes the financial risk 

with establishing manufacturing operations in the foreign markets that they have low 

knowledge and experience (Hill, 2007).  

According to Driscoll (1995) exporting mode of entry offers low degree of control as 

compare to other modes such as establishing factories and joint venture while operating 

business in the foreign market. Firms physically absent while operates foreign countries.  

Anderson and Gatignon (1986) argue exporting is located domestically and is controlled 

administratively; foreign licensing is foreign located and is controlled contractually; and 

direct investment (green field, joint venture) are foreign located and is controlled 

administratively (Howard, 2005). As Anderson and Gatignon (1986) argue exporting firm 

located domestically and is controlled administratively, this is the main characteristic of 

exporting mode of entry which gives flexibility to simply enter into the foreign market 

and stay to test the market potential market trend, consumer behavior and demand. It is 

relatively simple to exit from the foreign market.  

The small and large companies could enter into the foreign market by maintaining 

production facilities at home country and transport it to abroad. In this way, the company 

could avoid the substantial cost which it would incur, if it were to establish production 

facilities in the host country (Kiruba and Benjamin, 2007). This key feature of exporting 

provides flexibility to get benefit by applying low amount of investment in the home 

country or utilizing their existing business in the home country. In this way the firm could 

avoid to spend large amount by investments such as establishing factories in the foreign 

market.  

Hollensen (1998) stated that the flexibility of exporting could attain through manufacture 

and assembling products in those particularly countries, whereas cost of production is 

low in terms of low wages and easy access of raw material compare to the home and host 

countries. Jaensson and Rutashobya 2004 argue, developing countries are very attractive 

to manufactures goods at low cost. Since economical labor and raw materials are 

accessible by neighboring countries. By this way, it could save large amount by direct 

transferring goods from home country to host country. For example General motors 

manufacturing and assembling their vehicles in Australia due to easy availability of 
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skilled labor, technology in Australia and furthermore to reduce high transportation cost, 

GM directly exports their vehicle from Australia to Gulf and Middle East countries. (ibid) 

Hollensen (2008) argues, green field investment requires large amount for establishing 

factories. Moreover, it is difficult to arrange low cost labor and cheap raw material in the 

target market. It relatively demands large amount of finance as compare to other modes 

such as exporting, while entering into the foreign market. Koch (2001) stated, generally 

small firms contains fewer resources relative to large firms. According to Root (1994) 

exporting mode is very suitable for small firm to expand internationally. Therefore, hard 

for small firm to enter by spending large amount through green field (establishing 

factories) and joint venture into the foreign market. Albaum, Strandskov and Duerr 

(1998) state that export is suitable for small companies towards first step into 

international expansion. Small and large firms often use exports as an initial entry mode 

since it is a low-risk alternative, do not demand large capital resources or investments, 

and withdrawal is relatively easy (Deresky, 2000). 

On the other hand According to Kiruba and Benjamin (2007) contractual arrangements 

with other firm or substantial equity investment in production, warehousing, or sales 

facilities in the foreign country are typically the least flexible and most difficult to change 

in the short run. Licensing and other contractual agreements limit the firm’s ability to 

adopt or change strategy during their duration and need to be evaluated carefully, 

especially where market conditions are changing rapidly. Similarly, wholly owned 

production or distribution networks in foreign markets may be costly and difficult to 

divest.  

2.3.1.2 Duration (Test) 

Many firms often begin with exporting when trying to expand to the foreign markets. 

Czinkota (1994) suggests that exporting is essentially marketing expansion and in akin to 

looking for new customers in the next town, next state or on another coast (Doole & Low 

1997). Root (1994) and Driscoll (1995) explained flexibility of exporting mode of entry, 

that it could be start by low resources, low commitment and provides opportunities firm 

to learn, experience and test the foreign market. Root (1994) argue, in contrast, equity 

investment modes such as joint venture and green filed in term of production in the host 

market can provide an intense learning experience, but only at a high risk. “initially entry 

through fixing factories and joint ventures calls for a much higher commitment of 

resources than exporting and is much-more exposed to political risks”., Johanson and 

Vahlne (1977) argue, more distant in between the home and host market creates risk 

because several political, cultural, and economical reasons while entering in to the 

foreign country. Risk and lack of knowledge of such markets will increase the business 

distance involved the more likely is the firm to adopt an opportunistic exporting mode of 
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market entry and the less likely it is to invest in these markets in term of fixing factories 

and  joint venture. (Hollensen 280-284). 

According to Root (1994) through exporting firms could discover some excellent foreign-

market opportunities can be exploited only through licensing, investment, or other non-

export entry modes. And so, exporting becomes an international learning experience that 

carries a company into a growing commitment to international business. Many firms 

begin their global expansion as exporter and later switch to another mode for serving a 

foreign market (Hill 1994). For example, Heineken first enter a new international market 

through exporting then it licenses a local brewer to produce its beer and eventually it 

acquires the same brewer or anther as a way of establishing a full investment 

commitment in the foreign market (Bradley, 2005).  

On the other hand Root (1994) argues, licensing mode of entry relatively employ with 

low start-up cost, but licensing arrangements are not good learning experience because 

the foreign-licensee firms have full control over the market of licensed products and 

marketing programs. Although the licensor ordinarily maintains quality control over the 

licensed product, but could not control the licensee’s volume of production or marketing 

strategy. The market performance of the licensed product, therefore, depends on the 

motivation and ability of the licensee. Thus the licensee stands as a buffer between the 

licensor (manufacture) and the foreign market business operations (Walter & Murray, 

1988).  

2.3.1.3 Exit/withdraw  

Young (1989) explains, exporting mode contains low risk, due to low investment and low 

resource commitment employ by firm in the home market as compare to others modes 

such as licensing, joint venture and green field (establishing factories) into the foreign 

market. As, author mentioned on previous page regarding flexibility of exporting mode, 

that firms could operate and explore the foreign counties by utilizing their existing 

businesses and manufacturing unit in the home market. According to Driscoll (1995) this 

key feature of exporting mode of entry provides high flexibility to the firms while 

international expansion or enter into the foreign market and withdrawal from the foreign 

market, if unsatisfied. Leonidas (1995) argue, the most common mode of participation in 

the international marketplace is exporting, because it involves minimum business risk, 

requires low commitment of resources1 and offers high flexibility of movements (ibid). 

According to Hollensen (1998) exporting firm have control to start business activities to 

foreign distributions channels or agents, they usually negotiate the price issue, while 

entering to particular countries. Finally the transaction could complete with some legal 

formalities. On the other hand, large amount needed for setup establishing factories in the 

foreign country. The firms has to bear depreciation cost on their fixed assets beside 

renovate and maintenance cost. In case of uncertainty happened in the host country’s 
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economical and political conditions the firm has to bear substantial cost. According to 

McDougall et all, (1994) argue that overseas joint ventures and green field investment 

require higher commitments of resources than exporting, while reducing entry and exit 

flexibility for the firm (Howard, 2005). 

2.3.2 Elaborate on Flexibility Value of Exporting 

As per mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that, firm may enter into the foreign 

market by several modes and selecting the right entry mode is an important decision, 

which demands resources and planning. When selecting entry mode a wide range of 

factors must be taken into consideration before making the final decision (Young, 1989).  

Hollensen (1998) states that a company’s size is an indicator of its resources, the more 

resources a company gains the more the international involvement will increase. 

According to Root (1994) companies with limited resources should choose an entry mode 

that only demands a small amount of resource commitment. Moreover, export as an entry 

mode is the most suitable way for small firms to enter a new foreign market. Even though 

small firms often desire to have high control over their international operations this might 

not always be possible since the entering of a new foreign market often demands 

sustainable amounts of resources, and small firms often have very limited resources 

(Hollensen, 1998).  

Obadia and Vida (2006) argue, size of the firm takes great importance towards 

international expansions. As the large firms are tend to be more prepared than small firms 

to deal with large amount of finance in terms of hiring of skilled labor, establishing 

factories, incorporates companies and implementation of high technology in the foreign 

market. Reid (1987) stated, larger firms possess more “slack” in managerial and financial 

resources as well as production capacity, thus enabling them to direct greater efforts to 

exporting than smaller firms Therefore large firms could easily deal with issues such as 

geographic, cultural, and institutional distance between the home country and the country 

in which the investment was made. Hollenstein (2005) stated, international expansion 

process for small sized enterprises involves limitations of resources in form of finance, 

information and management capacity to a much higher extent that for large firm such as 

multinational corporations.  

Koch (2001) stated, smaller companies usually have fewer market servicing options, as 

their very limited own resources may simply discourage some market entry modes. For 

example, establishing factories and joint venture often involves very substantial 

investment and correspondingly high risk levels. Similarly, small companies may not 

have sufficient management potential and special skills to enter foreign market through 

establishing fully owned foreign-based subsidiaries (establishing factories and joint 

venture). Hollensen (2004) argue, small firm could enter into the foreign market though 

exporting mode of entry because exporting mode required low resources as compare to 
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other modes such as green field, joint venture. Albaum, Strandskov and Duerr (1998) 

state that export is suitable for small companies’ first step into international expansion. 

Export as an initial entry mode since it is a low-risk alternative, do not demand large 

capital resources or investments, and withdrawal is relatively easy (Deresky, 2000).   

According to Johanson & Velhne (1977) political and cultural factors are different from 

country to country. It is always preferred to be moderate initial commitment when going 

to engage in business activities in foreign markets. Hollensen (2004) argue then exporting 

mode is appropriate for small size firms as compare to large size firm since, it could start 

by limited resources as compare to Multi National enterprises.  

Moreover, exporting mode is a low resource (investment) and consequently low risk 

return alternative. Small size firms rarely apply overseas joint ventures and wholly owned 

subsidiaries that require higher commitments of resources than exporting, while reducing 

entry and exit flexibility for the firm (Howard, 2005).              

 

2.4 Summery 

In this chapter, Author described the several way of entry into the foreign market such as 

exporting, licensing, joint venture and green filed along there advantages and 

disadvantages. Author also described factors moderating for choice of entry mode. 

However, size of the firm play vital role to choice entry mode to enter into the foreign 

market. 

Moreover, Author described the flexibility value by the aspects of entry, duration (test) 

and exit from the foreign country. Finally, an author elaborates on flexibility of exporting 

and factors effect on it.  
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3. Chapter Three - Research Methodology  

In this chapter I have explained the research methodology through research design, 

approaches, and research strategies along data collection were explained. I described 

how firms select as a sample. Moreover, Validity, Reliability and Credibility in order to 

answer the research question and obtained valid results 

3.1 Research Design:  

The research design provides a plan or a framework for data Collection and its analysis, 

where a research method is the technique of data collection (Bryman & Bell, 2003). 

Concerning to research question, I selected two firms, one small in size another large in 

size.  

3.2 Research Strategy: Case Study: 

Author applied case study strategy in this thesis for empirical data collection, and 

analysis. To focus the research purpose, I designed the research question containing the 

comparison of two firms. In fact, research purpose acquired in-depth knowledge and 

experience of two firms individually. The case study is suitable technique to dig up 

experiences and opinion of related industrial firms. According to Eriksson & 

Wiedersheim-Paul (2001) point out that a case study involves investigating few entities 

but many variables, in order to get an in-depth situational picture. Since, I focus on two 

firm during this research; Yin (2003) argue, to carry out the research in broader sense, 

case study method also provides opportunity to employ more than one firm during the 

research. A case study can be either single-case or multiple-case. The single-case study 

investigates on an entity, a company, a decision or a region, in-depth. In a multiple-case 

study, two or more entities are studied which gives the opportunity for comparisons.  

3.3 Data Collection Methods 

3.3.1 Primary Data:  

Ghauri & Gronhaug, (2005) stated primary data could be gathered through multiple 

sources such as verbal reports, personal interviews and observation. As case study has 

applied in this thesis, Personal interviews were conducted in order to obtain an in-depth 

and open discussion.  

Qualitative interviews with the executive position holders of one small scale and large 

scale companies. The reason of applying interviews technique; because this is the best 

way to obtain answer of questions in depth. The questions were asked to interviewee 

belongs to their past experience, currently strategies applying concerning to the research 

purpose. Moreover, In future how they will deals with the relative issues. According to 

Denscombe (2000), interview is the best approach, when researcher needs the answer of 
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questions that are complex in nature, contains emotions and experiences from a specific 

subject. It also allows the respondents to answer questions in his/her own words and 

develop the answers as to get the clear picture of  the subject at hand.  

Yin (2003) argues while applied open-ended interview, there is great opportunity to 

discuss topic freely by interviewer and interviewee, thus not bound to any specific 

question. On the other hand, other approaches such as focus interview and structure 

interview whereas specific question are predefined, Yin (2003) argue instead of open-end 

interview approach there are chance  to grab limited or insufficient information. This is 

the main reason; I selected open-end interviews is to discuss freely and try to get as best 

answer in-depth to bring valid results. 

The nature of questionnaire contains Un-structured questions. The reason of constructed 

un-structured questions, because analysis performed concerning to previous studies 

focused the subject mentioned in problem discussion and research purpose. Churchill 

(1999) argues, un-structured questionnaire suitable when research question answer 

though previous studies. The previous studies relative to topic described in the previous 

chapter. The questionnaire was deigned to meet the demand of research question.  The 

questionnaire contained to investigate; what strategies and mode of entry employed by 

firm for the comparison of small and large firm to explore the flexibility value of 

exporting. Focusing on entering into the new foreign country, test the foreign country and 

withdraw from the foreign country. The questionnaire contains to collect firms general 

and specific information. General information refers to size of the firm, number of 

employees and their current activities. Specific information refers to companies annual 

turnover, applied strategies with respect to research question.  

In a sequential order author created interview. The questions were formulated to get the 

respondent to answer in a descriptive manner without the possibility to answer yes or no. 

(Questionnaire attached on page appendix). 

Author used telephone media for interview, the reasons were; first, telephonic interview 

is fast to sort out the candidate and save the time. Second, telephonic interview provide 

an opportunity to discuss the topic in details. Third, it is helpful to organize a conference, 

while long distance between interviewer and interviewee, since currently author away 

from those companies whom have been selected for primary data collection. According 

to Ghauri & Gronhaug, (2005) telephonic conversation is more convenient to discuss 

with the respondent in details, it saves time to assess the responded argument as compare 

to other media such a written approaches. Moreover telephonic interview is considerable 

in case study strategy and it is faster then other approaches.   
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3.3.2 Secondary Data 

This research based on firms micro and macro issues, so secondary data collect by 

external sources. I used literature review (Books, Articles, trade publications, Academic 

Journals, Magazines, thesis, Newspapers, etc). according to Ghauri and  Gronhaug (2005) 

In most research questions it is necessary to consult some secondary data sources as this 

saves time and facilities it is better handling of our research (ibid). 

3.4 Sample Selection  

According to Yin (1994) selection of relevant and manageable samples to collect 

empirical data plays vital role to obtain satisfactory results. In order to fulfill the demand 

of research question and research purpose the appropriate companies were selected as a 

sample none randomly.  

Referring to the research question, Author chooses to perform this research on two 

companies. Both the companies belong to relative industry as discussed in first chapter. 

Both the companies are established and serving in Pakistan since long time. The both 

companies involved in exporting activities since 2004. Furthermore, below criteria were 

used at the time of sample selection. 

� Pakistan’s leather companies serving in local market for more then 30 years.  

� Small and large sized companies.  

� Approximately 20% of their sales are exports.  

� Production companies.  

The first criteria used by author the selected firms exist in Pakistan and exporting to 

foreign countries as well. The second criteria were related firms are maintaining the 

Pakistani and European Union standard in size, by number of employees and annual 

turnover. The third criteria were related firms exports at least 20% of their total sales. As 

this study focuses on flexibility value of export, with lower percentage of exports would 

not have been able to see true picture and draw the valid conclusion for this study. The 

fourth criteria were related firms are production companies and operating their factories 

inside country. 

Additionally; author had conducted interviews with two managerial staff from the large 

company. The first respondent was Mr. Johnson Benjamin, Who is the senior secretary of 

the CEO of the company. Mr.Benjamin works in Servis Company since five years. 

furthermore, he is directly interacted with the higher management of the company. 

The second respondent was Mr. Usman Latif. Who is the Accounting Manager of Servis 

company. Both of the respondents were co-operative to answer me according to my 
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research question. Both gentlemen were experienced about domestic and international 

issues and industry itself. Company’s website; www.servis.com. 

Author had contact the owner & project director of the small company Mr. Umer Saleem.  

He was very co-operative to answer the question to full fill the demand of research 

question. Through his professional experience, author got real picture of Pakistani leather 

firms have potential to think towards more and more for international expansion. 

Moreover, he is experienced about domestic and international issues and industry itself. 

Company’s website; www.nsshoes.com. 

3.5 Data Analysis 

To obtain the valid results, after collecting the empirical data, the process of data analysis 

was performed. Yin (2003) argues, by applying previous propositions strategy the 

researcher develops research question from previous studies about the subject. The data 

that the researcher collects about the subject are then compared with the previous studies. 

Author performed two within-case analyses where we compare the data that we gathered 

from the two companies, one small in size “NSshoes” and another large in size “Servis” 

with the gathered previous studies. Author also did a cross-case analysis where he 

compared the data gathered at the two companies and then summarized while drew 

conclusions.  

3.6 Validity and Credibility  

Zikmund (2000) argues it does not matter if the approach of the research or the study is 

qualitative or quantitative; the important issue is validity of the data. Validity refers to 

what is meant to be measured and what is being measured as well as the connection 

between previous studies and empirical findings. Author described previous studies 

concerning to research question in chapter two. Moreover, author applied qualitative 

approach through telephonic interviews. Author sent questions to the respondents one 

week before conducting interviews, by this way author gave them appropriate time to 

prepare them self to answer during telephonic conversation, which provides the validity. 

Moreover, author used recording device while conducting interviews for validity. 

Credibility is achieved by interviewing people who are well experienced in the relative 

field and company. Moreover, who know the industry very well (Zikmund, 2000).  To 

maintain the credibility, author approached the well known companies from Pakistan. 

The large company was selected as a case study is the Pakistani based company and 

serving since 1959 and very famous company among the people of Pakistan. The small 

company was selected for second case study is serving in domestic market since 1970. 

Both companies are registered locally and eligible concerning to questionnaire applied, 

while collecting empirical information. Moreover, author had interview with CEOs and 
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upper management, those working in the same companies and associate with the industry 

since long time.   
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4. Chapter Four- Empirical Data and Analysis 

In this chapter, I collected Empirical data of one Pakistani large company and another 

small company. I presented the Empirical data along performing analysis next to it. I 

started by presenting the case study of large company and case study of small company 

performed respectively.  

 

4.1 Case Study of large Company – Servis Private Limited  

4.1.1 Background Servis Company 

Servis Company founded in 1959. Today Servis have branches All over the country. 

There are about 3,000 employees and annual turnover of calendar year 2008 was 6.7 

billion Pak Rupees approximately 72,358,904 US$. The main competitor in domestic 

market is BATA Shoes Company. 

4.1.2 Empirical Data and Analysis Regarding Research Question:  

Are their differences in flexibility value of exporting for a large firm relative to a 

small firm? 

As per author asked questions to respondent “why your company interested for 

international expansion” He answered, due to rapid increase of globalization and easy 

access to international market through advance technology, they want to expand 

internationally. Besides, high demand of Pakistani leather product in foreign countries 

and Saturation in domestic market are main reasons. According to Hollensen (1998), it is 

the common for large firm wish to expand internationally after taking maximum share in 

the home market. International expansion creates attraction for earning more profit by 

foreign trade. 

Servis company engaged in exporting since 2004. In beginning they have been exporting 

to Afghanistan and main exports were sport shoes. The company withdraws his business 

from Afghanistan due to unsatisfied economical and political conditions. Driscoll (1995) 

stated exporting mode is flexible to withdraw, if firm want to resume their business from 

the foreign market. Johanson & Velhne (1977) argue, due to variance in cultures, politics 

and languages there are chances of slump face by businesses during international 

expansion.   

As entry into the foreign market is major subject throughout the thesis. Author raised 

questions to respondents about company’s strategy and belonging experience regarding 

initially enter into the foreign country. The respondents replied that, Servis company 

prefers initially entering into the foreign countries though applying low resource 

commitments such a exporting. Since, it is comparatively effortless to start international 
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expansion. However, if there is high demand of their company’s product in the target 

country, then Servis company could mange to enter by applying high resources 

commitment such as joint venture and incorporation their own company as well. Since 

Servis is a company, large in size and capable to enter into the foreign market by high 

resources commitment. Obadia and Vida (2006) argue, size of the firm takes great 

importance towards international expansions. As the large firms are tend to be more 

prepared than small firms to deal with large amount of finance in terms of hiring of 

skilled labor, and implementation of high technology in the foreign market. 

In 2003 Servis company has planned to start their exports to Bangladesh. Therefore, to 

explore and test the Bangladesh leather market, they decided to enter through exporting 

mode of entry. To initiate the trade, Servis company found the agent located in 

Bangladesh. Unfortunately to begin export in Bangladesh market through local agent, 

Servis company founded high taxes and duties charged by Bangladeshi government 

particularly on leather products. After calculating the taxes and duties, the cost price 

would be very high. So, Servis refuse to start exporting with Bangladesh. According to 

respondent, it was difficult for the Servis company to enter in the Bangladesh market 

with high cost. Moreover, high competition would be faced in the Bangladesh market by 

existing competitors. So, finally Servis company quit to explore the Bangladesh leather 

market. Czinkota (1994) suggests that exporting is essentially marketing expansion and in 

akin to looking for new customers in the next town, next state or on another coast. Many 

firms often begin with exporting when trying to expand to the foreign markets (Doole and 

Low 1997). Albaum, Strandskov and Duerr (1998) state that export is for most 

companies the first step into international expansion. Small and large firms often use 

export as an initial entry mode since it is a low-risk alternative, do not demand large 

capital resources or investments, and withdrawal is relatively easy (Deresky, 2000). 

Since 2007 Servis Company has started their business in Dubai. Initially they had started 

in Dubai market through joint venture with local company. The company manufactured 

their products in their own factories located in home country and exported. They operate 

their business in Dubai along joint venture company in United Arab Emirates. Latterly 

familiar with Dubai market through joint venture, finally in 2008 Servis company has 

successfully incorporated their own company in Dubai. Now they are operating their 

business operations independently. According to respondents, initially they would like to 

test the foreign market through exporting their products to agent or channel of 

distribution in the foreign market. However, if the target market is very potential along 

uncomplicated government rules and regulations, they would test the foreign country 

though joint venture with local partner. Obadia and Vida (2006) argue large firms are 

tends to be more ready than small firms to deal with large amount of finance. Hollenstein 

(2005) stated, international expansion process for small sized enterprises (SMEs) 

involves limitations of resources in form of finance, information and management 
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capacity to a much higher extent that for large firm such as multinational corporations. 

So, for the small firm exporting is only way to expand international while large firm 

could step forward towards international though joint venture or other equity entry mode 

instead of exporting. If the exporting mode is not in firm’s benefit.   

Accordant to respondents, Servis company has emphasized to manufacture their products 

in their own factories located in home country and export it to foreign market. They 

contain their own factories in home market established since 1960s. Moreover, cheap 

labor and raw material could easily available in home country (Pakistan). According to 

respondents the cost of production per unit would be less in home country (Pakistan) as 

compare to foreign countries. According to Kiruba and Banjamin (2007) firms could 

enters through exporting in the foreign market can maintain production facilities at the 

home and transport the goods or services abroad. In this way, the company could avoid 

the substantial cost which it would incur if, it were to establish production facilities in the 

host country (Ibid).  Hollensen (1998) stated, exporting may employ by the firm through 

existing business in the home market and this key feature  consider as a flexibility value 

of exporting and relatively required less amount for the business expansion. Root (1994) 

argue in case of green field investment the firm has to bear fixing & setup cost of 

factories and production unit in the foreign country, which demand large amount.  

Beginning of this year Servis company has started exports to Saudi Arabia. The Servis 

company operating Saudi Arabian market from UAE and in future they are planning to 

explore the entire Gulf and African Market. According to respondent the main reason for 

establishing our own company in UAE is to control the operations/sales from Middle 

East and to gain access to the African market in near future. Beside UAE was tax free 

zone in the UAE, potential for shoes market in the Gulf, as in the Gulf, lots of Pakistanis 

work. 

Author asked to respondents about testing the foreign market, The respondent stated, 

initially enter into foreign market by fixing factories are relatively costly as compare to 

joint venture and produce goods in the home market and just exporting it to buyer 

(agents) into foreign market. He mentioned, number of resources requires for establishing 

factories in the foreign market such as large amount of finance, skilled labor and 

technology etc,. Root (1994) argues, in contrast, equity investment modes such as joint 

venture and green filed in term of production in the host market can provide an intense 

learning experience beside test the foreign market, but only at a high risk. “Investment 

entry calls for a much-higher commitment of resources than exporting and is much-more 

exposed to political risks”. Johanson and Vahlne (1977) argue, more distant the market in 

terms of business distance, the more likely is the firm to adopt an opportunistic exporting 

mode of market entry and the less likely it is to invest in these markets in term of 

establishing factories and  joint venture. Risk and lack of knowledge for such markets 

will increase the business distance involved. (Hollensen 280-284).  
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On the other hand, according to Root (1994) and Hollensen (1998) argue, exporting 

entails low investment and helps firms to enter into the foreign market through firm’s 

existing business in the home market and it could in hand of firms to withdraw from the 

foreign market any time in case of unsatisfied. This key feature of exporting makes it 

flexible while entering and exit from the foreign market.  

According to respondents, there are barriers for making high investments in the foreign 

country, such as difference of culture, politics, language and governments strict rules, 

high taxation and duties. According to Johanson & Velhne (1977) international expansion 

requires large amount of finance and target market awareness, for both small and large 

firms to invest in the foreign market. They explained due to difference of culture, 

language, economical conditions in the foreign countries, firms are hesitating to expand 

their businesses. As high resource commitment modes such as overseas joint ventures 

and green field investment require higher commitment of resources than exporting and 

effecting on entering and exit flexibility of the firm while international expansion 

(Howard, 2005). 
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4.2 Case Study of Small Company – NSshoes Private Limited  

4.2.1 Background NSshoes Private Limited 

NSshoes Company is small scale leather product manufacturing company located in 

Lahore Pakistan. The company was founded in 1970. They are manufacturing and 

exporting leather bags, wallets, gloves and mainly shoes. They are engaged in exporting 

since 2004.  They mainly export to Greece, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and 

Latin America. There are about 400 employees working in small manufacturing units so 

called small factories.  

In the beginning the company was not manufacturing their whole product line, they 

mostly depend on outsourcing1, but since couple of years back they setup their two own 

manufacturing units and recently they established six more manufacturing units.  

4.2.2 Empirical Data and Analysis Regarding Research Question: 

Are their differences in flexibility value of exporting for a large firm relative to a 

small firm? 

The Author asked question to respondent “Are you interested for international 

expansion” the main reasons were exposed by respondent are as follow. Firstly, to earn 

more profit and introduces their company’s brand internationally. Secondly, there is a 

high demand of Pakistani leather products in the foreign countries. Thirdly, Since 

Pakistani leather companies maintained the quality of the leather products to compete 

with other leather producing countries.  

The respondent replied on question “Why did you initially choose exporting”. The 

exporting is relatively easy way to get in trade with foreign agents or channel of 

distributions. Through exporting their company could test the response of their product 

and foreign market itself. Czinkota (1994) suggests that exporting is essentially 

marketing expansion and in akin to looking for new customers in the next town, next 

state or on another coast. Many firms often begin with exporting when trying to expand 

to the foreign countries (Doole & Low 1997). According to Hollensen (1998) the most 

common mode for entering international markets is exports. Albaum, Strandskov and 

Duerr (1998) state that export is for most companies the first step into international 

expansion. Small and large firms often use export as an initial entry mode since it is a 

low-risk alternative, do not demand large capital resources or investments, and 

withdrawal is relatively easy (Deresky, 2000).   

Another question raised by author “does your company prefer establishing factories while 

entering into the foreign country”. The respondent replied, small firm could not afford 

large amount of investment while initially entering into the foreign market. It required 

large amount of resources to establish the factories in the foreign market. These resources 
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are such as heavy finances to hire the skilled labor, setup of manufacturing unit in the 

foreign country and many more such as availability of raw material etc., According to 

respondent, hiring manpower and setup machinery in the foreign country is difficult 

tasks. It is costly as compare to producing goods in the home market and exports it to 

foreign country. Obadia and Vida (2006) argue size of the firm take great importance 

towards international expansions. The small firms tend to be less prepared than larger 

firms to deal with issues such as geographic, cultural, institutional distance between the 

home country and the country in which the investment was made. Hollenstein (2005) 

stated, international expansion process for small sized enterprises involves limitations of 

resources in form of finance, information and management capacity to a much higher 

extent then large firm such as multinational corporations. Hollensen (2008) argues, green 

field investment requires large amount to establish the factories. Moreover, difficult to 

arrange low wages labor and raw material in the foreign market is relatively expensive 

then other mode of entry especially exporting, while initially entering into the foreign 

market.  Therefore, entering into the foreign country through high commitment resources 

such as overseas joint ventures and green field investment reduce the flexibility to exit 

from the foreign country as compare to low resource commitment mode such as 

exporting (Howard, 2005). 

According to respondent, Pakistani firms could get advantage by using their existing 

business in the home country, in terms of factories and cheap manpower and exports to 

foreign country. The firms in Pakistan could access raw material and cheap labor inside 

the country. It obtained outside Pakistan relatively in highest cost. The tanned leather is 

very cheap in Pakistan. Therefore, bulk of leather import from Pakistan by many 

countries to produce some product to become in a finished form. So, establishing 

factories in the foreign market is not in favor of Pakistani’s small and large firms.  

According to respondent, If firms are successful to enter, explore and test the foreign 

market by low cost such as exporting then, they could do further expansion though joint 

venture in the foreign market for seeking more profit. According to Root (1994) and 

Hollensen (1998) argue, exporting entails low investment and facilitate firms to enter into 

the foreign market through firm’s existing business in the home market. The firms are 

free in hand to withdraw from the foreign market in case of unsatisfied. This key feature 

of exporting makes firms flexible, while entering and exit from the foreign country.  

According to respondent the small leather firms could play significant role to develop the 

economy of the Pakistan. Small firms preferred to expand into foreign country by using 

existing business setup in the home countries. Through this way the firms could achieve 

several benefits. Firstly, the firm enters into the foreign market by a low cost relative to 

investment made in foreign country. Secondly, the firm could flexible to take decision to 

increase the business involvement while operating from home country. Thirdly, the firm 

independently decide withdraw from the foreign country. Fourthly, there are chances to 
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attain profitable opportunities in the foreign market while doing exporting. According to 

Root (1994) firms gain knowledge and experience from export operations, they also learn 

to assess the true risks of international business as distinguished from its imagined risks. 

They may also discover that some excellent foreign-market opportunities can be 

exploited only through licensing, investment, or other non-export entry modes. And so, 

exporting becomes an international learning experience that carries a company into a 

growing commitment to international business (Walter & Murray, 1997). Yadong (1999) 

argue investment in terms of incorporating companies and establishing factories in the 

home and foreign market is one way to gain economic scale moreover, it is suitable for 

large business to make factories into the foreign country because it will save large 

amount in term of transport cost of the firms. Moreover increasing investments in the 

home countries will make chances to grow the home market economy, and it plays a vital 

role to decrease the rate of unemployment and prosperity inside the country could be 

improved. 

According to respondents, there are other barriers for making high investments in the 

foreign country, such as difference of culture, politic, language and government strict 

rules and high taxation and duties. According to Johanson and Vahlne (1977), 

international expansion requires large amount of finance and target market awareness, for 

both small and large firms to invest in the foreign market.  Due to difference of culture, 

language, economical conditions in the foreign countries, firms are hesitating to expand 

their businesses. 
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5. Chapter Five- Conclusion 

  
During this research, author found globalization increase rapidly. Innovations in 

technology makes easy to access the world. The enhancement in technology plays a vital 

role to meet the demand of other parts of the world.  

With reference to international expansion, there are many modes through firms could  

enter into the foreign country such as exporting, licensing, joint venture and green field. 

Exporting mode is very common at initial international expansion into the foreign 

country for small and large firms. The exporting mode is very simple and acquire low 

amount relative to other modes during international expansion.  

Based on empirical information and literature review the author found, exporting mode of 

entry has some valuable key features. Firstly, the exporting is simple to employ by the 

firms at initially enter into the foreign country, since it could be start and operate from 

home country. The firms could get advantage by utilizing their existing business in the 

home country and start exports to foreign countries.  Secondly, the firms could easily 

establish new business in the home country and initiate exports with foreign countries. 

Since, initially setup a new business such a establishing factories and joint venture in the 

foreign country is relatively required large amount. Furthermore, it is complex due to 

variance of culture, economics and languages. Thirdly, firms could manufacture or 

assemble their products by low expenditure manufacture countries and get benefits by 

exporting to save the company’s cost price by avoid high manufacturing cost in their own 

countries. 

The exporting mode acquire low amount to test the foreign market in terms of foreign 

market trends, consumer demand, economical and political conditions in the foreign 

country. The equity investment modes such as joint venture and green filed provides an 

intense learning experience, but only at a high risk. Initially entry through fixing factories 

and joint venture calls for a much higher commitment of resources than exporting and is 

much more exposed to political risks. Moreover, high resources commitment modes 

reduce the flexibility of firms to withdraw their business from the foreign country in case 

of unsatisfied results.  

By entry modes choices point of view; Exporting require low investment relative to other 

modes such as join venture and fixing factories in the foreign country. This key feature 

facilitate firm withdraw if, foreign market is not profitable. Moreover, firm could operate 

through existing business. Thus, it is uncomplicated for firm to withdraw from the 

foreign country. This key feature provide high flexibility and encourage the businesses to 

apply exporting mode of entry while initially enter into the foreign market. 
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Indeed, exporting modes is suitable for the small size firms. Small firms could take 

advantage by getting trade with foreign country by low amount of resources. This mode 

provides great advantage to test the foreign market applying low investments after know-

how about the foreign country. The firm could increase their resource commitments, 

either expand their businesses in the home market or expand in the foreign countries to 

earn more profit.  

On the other hand exporting mode is inappropriate for large firms while trading in large 

scale. The mode discourages large companies firstly, while transfer goods from one 

country to another country by expending high transportation cost. Secondly, some 

countries apply high taxation and duties for particular product imports and exports. Since, 

large multinational companies contain enough resources for establishing factories and 

joint venture in foreign countries to avoid bearing the heavy taxes and transportation 

charges. 

However, on flexibility point of view; the exporting mode gives similar benefits to both 

small and large size firms. The exporting is escort to small and large firms to enter 

initially into the new market for testing the foreign market. The issues belong to 

international expansion are common for a small and large firms. The exporting mode also 

secure small and large firms while rapidly economical changes in the foreign market and 

also beware to withdraw. 

Exporting mode can incorporate the impact of various types of uncertainties (exogenous 

and endogenous) to small scale and large scale companies. A key concept is that 

uncertainty implies risks as well as opportunities, and firms can engage with uncertainty 

and benefit by creating an options (such as the option to defer, the option to grow, and the 

option to learn) to maintain flexibility in response to new information. For example, firms 

can use low-control, low-commitment entry modes when facing high uncertainty, which 

cannot only limit firms’ downside losses when the future unfolds unfavorably but also 

serve as platforms for expansion when future opportunities arise. 

Thus, exporting mode of entry is high extent to apply by small size firms relative to large 

size firms. Small and non exporting firms could get advantage by using their existing 

business in the home country, in terms of utilizing factories and cheap manpower in the 

home country and exports to foreign country. 
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5.1 Suggestions and recommendations 

 
There is high demand of Pakistan leather products internationally and it competes in the 

foreign countries by their superior quality standards with major competitors such as India 

China and Bangladesh. A Pakistani small and large company has started international 

expansion since 1970 through exporting mode of entry. This industry still trades with 

foreign countries through exporting. The main factors were consistently availability of 

cheap labor and raw material at low prices in the country. These factors plays significant 

role to endure leather industry in Pakistan. This basic required resource availability in the 

foreign market relatively at very high cost. Therefore, it is not favorable for Pakistani 

leather firms to setup factories in the foreign markets. However, applying high 

commitments in terms of incorporation companies to control the foreign business 

operation are considerable while international expansion by Pakistani small and large 

companies.  

Author would like to encourage new established, non exporting Pakistani firm to take 

part to amplify foreign exchange for their country.  Furthermore, investor from all over 

the world belongs to leather industry to assemble and purchase Pakistani leather products 

and trade in the international market by utilizing the flexibility value of exporting.   
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Appendix 
 

Questionnaire 
 

1. When founded, how many employees work in your firm? Approximately what 

are your annual sales? And competitor in the domestic market and international 

market?  

2. How many foreign countries do you currently serve approximately? 

3. How are you active in different countries? Do you export, have you set up your 

own factories, do you have a joint-venture and so forth? 

4. When initially entering a new market, do you choose exporting, set up a factory 

or joint-venture? 

5. Why did you initially choose exporting? 

6. Why did you initially choose joint venture (or set up a factory)? Or under what 

circumstance you would go for joint ventures and setup factories in the foreign 

market?      

Sub questions  

International expansion  

7. How and when your company started their exports, why and when withdraw 

exports?  

Reason/Situations for selecting entry modes  

8. Are you agree with me, if i say, fixing a factories, incorporation own company 

into the foreign market is relatively costly then exporting goods to foreign 

market?  

9. Does it is affordable for your company to enter into to new foreign market 

though set up factories and joint venture?  

10. After discovering potential foreign market, in the beginning does your company 

likes to enter though investing high cost process such as fixing factories, joint 

venture and incorporation their own company OR you prefer to enter low cost 

entry through exporting?  
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11. Please provide reason under what circumstances your company would like to 

apply high cost method for example fixing factories and own company into the 

foreign market and why prefer low cost method exporting?  

12. Are you agreed with me if I say, there are always risk in foreign market due to 

difference of culture, politics, language and government rules? Please provide 

you experience and idea if you like. 

13. What approximately export p.a out of your company’s total sale? 

  

 

 


